
 

Hot Dotty 
CS 164 presents students with a range of interesting PL topics (co-routines, lazy iterators, observables to 

name a few) leading to elegant and terse code. A significant pedagogical challenge here is that writing code using 

these frameworks requires a non-trivial understanding of how they interact and build on each other. Consider for 

instance how co-routine patterns enable lazy node iteration, allowing design of a clean layout engine. A natural 

consequence of this is that students currently spend many hours trying to understand these topics using whiteboards 

to view control flow. This style of learning is inefficient. Describing control flow in unfamiliar code requires 

extensive `print style debugging' as well as navigation through different parts of a large interpreter.py file. 

Further, this navigation duplicates the interpreter's work: there is little active learning in paging through screens of 

code. We aim to provide a library that future CS 164 students can use to automate control flow logging, simulating 

the kind of whiteboard output students create. Our library necessarily builds on ideas from the PL community and 

CS 164. We implement a DSL that allows students to control the details of our graphical output (with regard to the 

level of detail and the format of our output), present an API to allow for event registration by CS 164 students, 

thereby requiring minimal modifications to existing interpreter.py implementations, and allow for time-based 

understanding of code execution. 

Our design is informed primarily by current students' interactions with whiteboards. Informative control 

flow diagrams use color extensively and uniformly. They are created by simulating code execution on example 

inputs, display varying levels of detail and are drawn with reference to the flow of time. Our DSL aims to provide 

control over detail. Defining an API at a high level of abstraction provides our library with semantic understanding: 

it can distinguish between co-routine resumes are function calls, between implicit and explicit yields and between 

the use of functions and lists for iteration and choose output styles appropriately. 

We considered a similar approach to EnvDraw (which requires the user to explicitly use the EnvDraw 

interpreter), however given that our primary goal is pedagogical, we felt that allowing students to use our library 

with their own interpreters was critical. We do use a similar structure to EnvDraw in that we require users 

(students) to hook into our system at control branch points in their interpreters (for instance at co-routine yields and 

resumes). Note that our system is transparent at the cs164b level, all hooks are implemented within the interpreter. 

Our library can be imported into a student’s interpreter.py. The student can then specify a 

command-line flag to enable our library as follows: 

$ ./main_164.py --enabledotty --spec spec foo.164 

spec is a file we parse to understand the level of detail a student wants to see in the output as well as determine if 

the student wants to view intermediate output after certain events take place. An example spec file that asks our 

library to track co-routine calls, ignore function calls, stop after each yield, and display environments at co-routine 

transitions is in the appendix here. 

We plan to use Graphviz through pydot to design our graphical output (see below for details) and will 

generate .dot files for the user to see. We also plan to allow for intermediate output files to be generated. 

We build on skills from CS 164 in our API design, parsing a DSL to control detail as well as the design of our 

graphical output (deciding what class / abstraction structure to enable efficient output of graphviz). Our project is 

also built on CS 164 explicitly: implementing a visualization of control flow would be impossible without a good 

understanding of the PL concepts we are representing. 

Example 164 code we expect to graphically simulate include is found in the appendix here. 

Implementing this project involves two quite orthogonal components as well as a control layer that uses 

them. The first is a graphical API for representing software concepts (environment frames, function calls, call 

stacks). We plan to build this in a modular fashion, first defining components like:  

●  a graph node representation of a state (eg: different co-routines, states in a function call and so on). Graph 

nodes can contain meta-data values.  

● a transition (eg: yield calls, function calls, returns and so on).  Transitions can be labelled with meta-data. 

http://code.google.com/p/pydot/


 

● a set of meta-data objects: 

○ a value. Used for parameter-argument mapping, resume and yield calls 

○ an environment. Used to label function calls and potentially graph nodes. A challenge here is 

preventing environments from taking too much space. 

○ a function. Used to uniquely identify functions (potentially also displaying a byte-code snippet for 

identification). Can be labelled with PC information. 

○ time. We need to display information such that time flows down vertically (as seen on 

whiteboards). This requires time labels. 

The second involves API design: we present a module of python functions called by a user. We describe a 

few of these function prototypes here, restricted for purposes of brevity. 

● def parse_args(): # We use sys.args to extract command line arguments (if any) and thereby find 

out if the student wants to use our library. spec (see discussion of use) is parsed to determine which flags 

we need to set (using parser.py to perform an SDT to our internal flag system). 

● def register_coroutine(function, coroutine_ref, env): # The student passes in the 

co-routine function, a reference to the coroutine for de-dupping purposes and a reference to the current 

environment. We use this to build our co-routine graphical representation and potentially access function 

byte-code (through function.fun.body) 

● def register_return(return_val): # We maintain internal state regarding where control is. 

This allows us to label a return transition. 

The interplay between these two components can be seen in our architecture diagram. Note that our design is quite 

modular, we can substitute any graphics engine that exposes a Graph interface to us. 

Implementation can proceed along two parallel lines. For API implementation, we begin by inserting hooks 

into our existing implementation of interpreter.py. This allows us to verify that we have all the information 

we need to maintain internal state within the API call handlers. We define a set of Graph actions that allow us to 

interface with the graphics library, and proceed to implement responses to each event registration. At this stage we 

should be able to run 164 code, see all events registered and ensure that the appropriate draw commands are 

executed. 

The graphics library will use pydot to interface with Graphviz. However, we also envisage an object 

oriented approach to the kinds of components we plan to draw (see UI components above). A function call state and 

a co-routine could therefore act as instances of a generic `node’, parametrized and formatted differently based on the 

spec file and the API’s choices. We will first build basic components, placing text within nodes and ensuring that we 

can color and label transitions. We will then build a higher level of abstraction to support the graphics API draw 

calls that the library will make. At this point we should be able to use the graphics module through its interface. 

We then link the two components together and verify through a range of test cases that events are triggered, 

library API calls maintain state appropriately and that graphical output is produced. A final stage will be to add 

support for intermediate graphical output (using the stop_after syntax seen in the usage example). 
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Appendix 

Example 164 code to demo 

● Easy:  

def foo = wrap(lambda(_) { yield(1) }, null); print foo();  

if (foo()) { print “OH NOES”; } 

● Middle: 

def pre(node) { 

if (node) { pre(node.left); yield(node.key); pre(node.right); } 

null 

} 

def pre_iterator(tree) { wrap(lambda(t) { pre(t) }, tree)() } 

● Hard: 

 def process(goal) { 

  def conjunction(clauses, mgus, depth) { 

   solutions = wrap(process, goal); 

   yield(merge(mgu, mgus)) 

   conjunction(subst(clauses, mgu), 

     merge(mgu, mgus), 

     depth) 

  } 

  conjunction(subst(rule.body, mgu), 

    mgu, 

    0) 

  yield(mgu) 

 } 

Example spec file 

$ cat spec 

$ coroutines:True 

   labels:True 

  functions:False 

  stop_after: 

 yield 



 

Architecture Diagram 

 


